
Innovar Healthcare Frequently asked questions

Q: What does Innovar Healthcare specialize in?
A: Our mission is to provide a turnkey, low cost, uncomplicated, easily managed
integration and interoperability solutions for healthcare organizations. Our approach is
one of streamlined simplicity.
Innovar Healthcare has expertise in connecting disparate healthcare systems and
enabling a connected clinical workflow through cloud-enabled solutions. Our expertise is
to develop and adopt methods that eliminate the many obstacles associated with
integration and data interoperability.

Q: What platforms and EHRs do Innovar Healthcare integrate with?
A: The Lightswitch Platform, which is vendor agnostic, can pull data from all major and common
system’s and extract data contained into many alternate formats or locations. We’ve worked
with the following EHR vendors:

● AllScripts
● Athena
● eClinicalWorks
● Practice Fusion
● Epic
● NextGen Healthcare
● Cerner

Our work includes data in  all major and common format’s from many different source systems
with:
 

● Inpatient Acute Care Hospitals And Systems
● IDN's
● Ambulatory and Outpatient Clinics
● Healthcare IT Vendors - Ranging from Large EHR Vendors to Smaller Departmental

Ancillary systems
● HIE's - to include large statewide public HIE's to smaller Private HIE's
● Payers
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Q: What formats does Innovar Healthcare work within?
A: Our platform capabilities would include the ability to use data into many formats:

● HL7

● FHIR API

● Custom CSV Files

● Direct Database Connection

● PDF Import

● EDI

● Claims (835 or 837)

Q: What types of organizations does Innovar Healthcare work with?
A: The Innovar team boasts experience within all tiers of the healthcare industry, from small
clinics and hospitals, to multi-facility, multi-state organizations. Our work includes data in all
major and common formats from many disparate sourced systems with:
 

● Inpatient Acute Care Hospitals And Systems
● IDN's
● Ambulatory and Outpatient Clinics
● Healthcare IT Vendors - Ranging from Large EHR Vendors to Smaller Departmental

Ancillary systems
● HIE's - to include large statewide public HIE's to smaller Private HIE's
● Payers

Q: What solutions or services are best for my needs?
A: Our experts specialize in data migration, integration services. Our LightSwitch Platform can
handle the labor-intensive task of managing the messaging needs of your organization.

Messaging Solutions - our Lightswitch Platform provides a cloud-based message network that
can integrate information from disparate sources, in varying formats, and deliver it where you
require it. An on-demand integration solution.

Integration Solutions - with the expertise of our developers, our Lightswitch Platform removes
the burden of worrying about the timely, secure and accurate moving of data from here to there
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and delivers a streamlined, cost-efficient approach that can be tailored to your integration
needs.

Data Migration - the Lightswitch Platform enables cloud-based migration, moving data from
your current system to a new system or placing your data in an alternate storage location.

Key Metrics - with our Illuminate Dashboard, get an all-in-one, real time view of the metrics
important to your organization. Sort by your priority, get insight into patient location,

Q: Why would I use Innovar Healthcare for my integration as opposed to maintaining
in-house?
A: Speed, timeliness, quality and cost reduction. As organizations increasingly implement new
technologies, take on new challenges and patient volume, they will need to expand their
interoperability across diverse systems and geographies. The ability to scale appropriately, in a
cost-effective manner, then becomes the challenge. An on-demand integration solution like
Innovar Healthcare solves the problem.

When outsourcing to Innovacare Healthcare, you get to rely on experts for the labor intensive
tasks of migrating data, integration between facilities, payers and HIE’s, as well as providing
visibility to key metrics to healthcare leadership. So your team can focus on the treatment of
patients.

Q: What integration engines does Innovar Healthcare work with?
A: Our experts have worked with a myriad of integration engines in the past including:

● Orion Rhapsody
● Cloverleaf
● Mirth Connect
● Ensemble
● Epic Bridges

To learn how Innovar Healthcare solutions, including data migration and system
interoperability, can help your organization succeed and advance your interoperability
journey, contact us at (866) 857-5373 or visit InnovarHealthcare.com.
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